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ABSTRACT
There is evidence that the ability to segment an utterance into words improves with literacy, yet previous
research makes it difficult to disentangle the effect of literacy from that of age or cognitive abilities.
We tested the hypothesis that literacy increases lexical segmentation in a second language in a unique
sample of adult illiterates learning to read in their second language, controlling for cognitive abilities
and using a task that taps language processing rather than only metalinguistic awareness. Participants’
segmentation was correlated with first language reading at the beginning of an intensive literacy course
for illiterate adults. At the end of the course, those learning to read for the first time benefited more in
terms of their segmentation abilities. We discuss implications for models of second language learning.

In the past few decades, it has been shown that literacy is not only a representation
of spoken language but also impacts the perception and processing of spoken
language (Castro-Caldas, Petersson, Reis, Stone-Elander, & Ingvar, 1998; Cheung
& Chen, 2004; Levin, Ravid, & Rappaport, 1999; Olson, 1996). Contrary to
the classical view that the writing system is simply a representation of spoken
language, learning to read and write has far-reaching cognitive and linguistic
consequences. One domain that may be affected by literacy is the ability to locate
word boundaries in speech, that is, to perform lexical segmentation. Unlike spoken
language, where word boundaries are not consistently marked by pauses, written
language makes word boundaries salient by graphically representing gaps between
words (at least in many orthographies). Learning to read may therefore make
speakers more aware of word boundaries in spoken language.
Accordingly, there is evidence that literacy impacts lexical segmentation in
both children and adults (Bialystok, 1986; Correa & Dockrell, 2007; Holden &
MacGinitie, 1972; Kurvers, van Hout, & Vallen, 2009). Lexical segmentation in
children has been studied extensively. Studies have found enhanced lexical segmentation among literate children compared to preliterate children (Bialystok,
1986; Chaney, 1989; Holden & McGintie, 1972; Kurvers et al., 2009). However,
it is unclear whether this is the effect of age or of literacy, because literate children
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are typically older than preliterate ones (Karmiloff-Smith, Grant, Sims, Jones, &
Cuckle, 1996). A recurrent finding in adults is that illiterate adults have more
difficulty than literate adults segmenting utterances into word units, supporting
the suggestion that literacy plays a role independent of that of age in the development of lexical segmentation (Gombert, 1994; Kurvers, 2015; Kurvers & Uri,
2006; Kurvers et al., 2009; Veldhuis & Kurvers, 2012). However, there are many
challenges involved in comparing literate and illiterate adults and in assessing
language processing in illiterate populations, which make it hard to isolate the
effect of literacy on lexical segmentation.
In the present study, we will look at the effect of first language (L1) and second
language (L2) literacy on the lexical segmentation abilities of illiterate and literate
adults learning to read in their L2, using a novel task and controlling for cognitive
and spoken language measures. This will enable us to isolate the effect of literacy
on lexical segmentation from that of age or cognitive abilities, while tackling some
of the challenges in testing illiterate populations. We will also expand previous
findings by testing both participants who can read in their L1, but not in their
L2 (L1 literate), and participants who cannot read in their L1 and are thus fully
illiterate (L1 illiterate). This will allow us to compare the effect of learning to read
for the first time to that of learning to read in in L2–L2 literacy is an additional
writing system for some participants, while for others it is the first writing system
they learn. This comparison, to our knowledge, has not been previously explored.
LITERACY AND LEXICAL SEGMENTATION IN ADULTS

Previous work investigated the lexical segmentation abilities of illiterate adults
both in their native language and in their L2. In both languages, lexical segmentation is often assessed by asking participants to divide sentences they hear into parts,
in order to see how many word units they produce. These lines of investigation
have shown an effect of L1 literacy on L1 lexical segmentation, such that literate
adults show enhanced segmentation in their native language compared to illiterate
adults (Kurvers et al., 2009; Morais, Bertelson, Cary, & Alegrı́a, 1986), as well as
an effect of L1 literacy on L2 segmentation, such that native language literacy is
associated with enhanced segmentation in an L2 (Gombert, 1994; Kurvers et al.,
2009). That L1 literacy impacts L1 lexical segmentation suggests that literacy
changes, rather than mirrors, perception and processing of spoken language. That
it also impacts L2 processing opens up interesting questions about a possible relationship to L2 learning, by suggesting that knowing how to read in an L1 “infects”
the processing of linguistic input in a new language. Knowing to read in an L1
may lead learners to treat words as more salient units in the L2 they are learning.
This possibility is especially interesting in light of recent suggestions that learning from multiword units may lead to better learning of certain grammatical
relations, compared to learning from individual words (Arnon, 2010). This suggestion is supported by several different lines of research. First, there is growing
evidence that multiword units may support L1 acquisition (e.g., Abbot-Smith &
Tomasello, 2006; Arnon & Clark, 2011; Lieven, Pine, & Barnes, 1992; Lieven,
Salomo, & Tomasello, 2009) and that they play a role in native language processing
(e.g., Arnon & Priva, 2013; Arnon & Snider, 2010; Tremblay, Derwing, Libben, &
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Westbury, 2011; Wray, 2002, 2009). Second, they are an important component of
L2 fluency (Arnaud & Savignon, 1997; Wray, 1999, 2013), and there is increasing
interest in targeting them in L2 instruction (Wood, 2002, 2009; Wray, 2000; Wray
& Fitzpatrick, 2010). Third, artificial language learning studies have shown that
adults learn grammatical dependencies better when multiword units were used
as building blocks for learning (Arnon & Ramscar, 2012; Siegelman & Arnon,
2015). If literacy affects the size of the units learners learn from, and leads them
to be more aware of word boundaries, this may negatively impact the way they
learn certain aspects of grammar in the L2. We return to the implications of lexical
segmentation for language learning in the Discussion section of this article.
As mentioned, the body of evidence from research on illiterate adults suggests
that literacy plays a role in the development of lexical segmentation in both L1
and L2 and that this role is independent from that of age. However, the studies that
explored language processing with illiterate adults face several challenges having
to do with testing this unique population. These challenges can be divided into
the sample-related and the task-related challenges. In terms of the sample, it is
difficult to find suitable comparison groups for illiterate adults. Illiterate adults
differ from literate ones in many respects, only one of which is their knowledge
of print. Any literate comparison group will probably differ from an illiterate
comparison group in their cognitive abilities, specifically nonverbal intelligence
and short-term memory (Kosmidis, Zafiri, & Politimou, 2011; Olivers, Huettig,
Singh, & Mishra, 2014; Ostrosky-Solı́s & Lozano, 2006). These differences may
also influence performance on segmentation tasks, making it hard to attribute
differences found between these groups to literacy alone.
Though many impressive attempts have been made to find literate adults who
will be comparable to an illiterate sample (e.g., Castro-Caldas et al., 1998; Kosmidis et al., 2011), most studies settle for using a low-educated sample of literates
from a background similar to the illiterate sample as the comparison group. Because none of the lexical segmentation studies carried out on illiterate adults
collected measures of nonverbal intelligence and short-term memory, it is hard
to ensure that the differences in lexical segmentation between the groups did not
reflect differences in cognitive abilities, rather than literacy. The sample-related
challenge can be tackled in at least two ways: (a) by collecting cognitive measures
to statistically control for differences between participants, and (b) by testing the
same participants before and after they learn to read, thereby reducing differences in cognitive abilities and other individual differences between participants.
Research designs such as this are much needed in the field (Ardila et al., 2010).
In addition to the sample-related challenge, studies with illiterate adults face the
challenge of finding suitable tasks for illiterate adults to perform. Some of the tasks
that have been used with illiterate adults place a burden on short-term memory. This
is troubling because there are probably initial differences between the illiterate
group and the control group in short-term memory (Ardila, Rosselli, & Rosas,
1989; Kosmidis et al., 2011). For example, Gombert (1994) asked participants to
repeat a sentence and instill pauses between the words. He comments that illiterate
adults might have had trouble remembering the sentences, which would negatively
impact their ability to repeat them. Other tasks may also be too complex for
illiterate adults to understand. Both Morais et al. (1986) and Kurvers et al. (2009)
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asked participants to segment a sentence into parts. Such instructions sound fairly
simple, but they may be difficult for illiterate adults to understand. Kurvers et al.
give an illustrative example of how illiterate participants carried out this task. In
their example, a participant is shown to break the sentence into units based on its
meaning, rather than into words or multiword units. They specifically state that
the participant in the example did not understand what was asked of her.
Of course, an inability to understand the tasks may, in itself, point to an inability
to perform them, but this does not have to be the case. It is possible that illiterate
adults could not understand the task because they lack metalinguistic awareness,
that is, the ability to consciously reflect on language; but they are nevertheless processing language in the same manner as literate adults. While studies on children’s
lexical segmentation abilities have undergone a transition since the first wave in
the 1970s, with tasks becoming more and more implicit in an attempt to tap online
language processing rather than metalinguistic knowledge (Karmiloff-Smith et al.,
1996; Veldhuis, 2012; Veldhuis & Kurvers, 2012), all but one (Onderdelinden, van
der Craats, & Kurvers, 2009) of the studies on illiterate adults used very explicit
measures. The findings that literacy enhances metalinguistic awareness (Olson,
1996; Levin et al., 1999; Veldhuis & Kurvers, 2012) further highlight the need
to use more implicit tasks when assessing lexical segmentation among illiterate
adults.
To summarize, the above-mentioned challenges point to the need to better
address the problem of comparison groups and control for the differences in
cognitive abilities between literate and illiterate adults. There is also a need to
develop simpler tasks that will place lower or no demands on short-term memory.
Finally, there is a need to assess lexical segmentation in illiterate adults in a less
explicit, more online manner, which may reflect language processing rather than
only metalinguistic understanding. The present study will attempt to fill in these
gaps in the existing literature.
THE PRESENT STUDY

To achieve the two goals described above, the present study will focus on the
effect of L1 and L2 literacy on L2 lexical segmentation. First, we will ask whether
L1 literacy still shows an effect on L2 processing after we address the abovementioned methodological challenges and remove some of the confounds found
in previous research. Second, we will ask whether learning to read and write
in L2, in adulthood, affects L2 spoken language segmentation. We will do this
by comparing participants’ performance on a lexical segmentation task at the
beginning and end of an L2 literacy course. We will also expand previous findings
to Arabic (L1) and Hebrew (L2), two Semitic languages with writing systems
different from the Latin script.
Our research participants were native Arabic speakers learning to read in their
L2, Hebrew. Some were fully illiterate: they could not read in their native language
or in the L2. Others were literate in their L1: they read comparatively well in their
L1, but less so in the L2. Hebrew and Arabic are both Semitic languages with
different writing systems, but a similarly rich synthetic morphology and a deep
orthography, which consistently represents its morphology (Ravid, 2001). These
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particular typological characteristics of the language make reading in Hebrew (e.g.,
Deutsch, Frost, & Forster, 1998; Frost, Forster, & Deutsch, 1997), and specifically
reading acquisition in Hebrew (e.g., Levin et al., 2001; Ravid, 2001; Ravid &
Malenky, 2001; Share & Levin, 1999), an interesting case for psycholinguistic
research. Despite this, lexical segmentation in these languages was not previously
studied.
To achieve our first goal, which is to deal with the sample-related and taskrelated challenges described above, we employed four strategies. First, we collected measures of short-term memory, nonverbal intelligence, and L2 vocabulary
to control for their effects on task performance. Second, we tested participants at
the beginning and at the end of an intense, 3-month L2 literacy course. This enabled us to both test the effect of L1 literacy on L2 processing (at the beginning of
the course) and observe enhancement in L2 spoken language segmentation ability
following L2 literacy acquisition. Third, to limit the possibility that improvement
in lexical segmentation did not result from the improvement in literacy, we also
tested our participants at the beginning and end of the course on a nonlinguistic
cognitive control task. We did this in order to measure the course’s impact on an
ability that should not be affected by literacy, and support the claim that it is the
acquisition of literacy rather than a general improvement in executive functions
following the course that explains any change in task performance. Fourth, to overcome shortcomings of previously used tasks, we used a task that was simple, did
not burden short-term memory, and was relatively implicit. We will show that this
task taps online language processing rather than only metalinguistic awareness by
manipulating psycholinguistic properties of the stimuli and measuring the effect
of this manipulation on performance.
The task we chose was a word order reversal task, based on Huttelocher’s
(1964) study of what she called the word–phrase relationship. The participants
hear a pair of words and are asked to reverse their order, for example, hear
“little boy” and produce “boy little.” The task of reversing word order requires
participants to recognize the boundary between the two words and then manipulate
their order. Its advantages over previously used tasks are that it is quite simple
and easy to understand and it hardly burdens short-term memory, because there
are only two words to remember. This task also seems to require lower levels
of metalinguistic abilities, and is more implicit than other tasks used, because
it does not require conscious reflection on language and its constituent units. In
line with psycholinguistic research showing that language processing is sensitive
to the frequency of two-word and larger multiword units (Arnon & Snider, 2010;
Jurafsky, Bell, Gregory, & Raymond, 2001), the current study will also manipulate
the frequency of co-occurrence of two words (bigrams), arguing that more frequent
word pairs should be harder for participants to reverse. Confirming this hypothesis
will support the claim that the task taps online language processing, rather than
only metalinguistic knowledge (see Materials section for more details on the task).
To summarize, this study will test several predictions. First, in line with psycholinguistic literature (Arnon & Snider, 2010; Bannard & Matthews, 2008; Jurafsky et al., 2001), we expect the frequency of word pairs to affect lexical segmentation, so that all participants (regardless of literacy status) will have more
difficulty segmenting frequent word pairs. Such a finding would indicate the task
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does measure language processing rather than metalinguistic knowledge only.
Second, we expect L1 literate adults to show enhanced lexical segmentation in
their L2 compared with L1 illiterates (after controlling for word pair frequency,
and participants’ L2 vocabulary and cognitive abilities), illustrating the effect of
L1 literacy on L2 processing. Third, we expect that both literacy and spoken
language lexical segmentation performance will improve following the literacy
course, further supporting the claim that literacy (rather than age) impacts lexical
segmentation. Because some of our participants were acquiring a second literacy
system, we will compare the improvement in lexical segmentation achieved by
our more literate participants with that achieved by our less literate participants.
Though intuitively one may expect that improvement in reading will be positively correlated with improvement in segmentation, we do not predict such an
effect for two reasons. First, there may be a fundamental difference between becoming a reader and becoming a better reader. In the first case, learners gain access
to an additional knowledge about how language is represented. In the second, they
are merely strengthening and entrenching the knowledge they have. Consequently,
the effect of L2 literacy acquisition on lexical segmentation may be large in the
first scenario, but negligible in the second. Second, the relation between segmentation enhancement and literacy improvement may even be negative for L1 literates.
These learners may have an easier time learning to read in an L2 than their illiterate peers (i.e., show greater improvement on the literacy measures), because they
can build on their understanding of L1 literacy to acquire their L2 literacy. However, they are predicted to show a smaller enhancement in lexical segmentation
(because of their existing knowledge of segmentation from their L1 literacy). For
these reasons, we predict that the improvement in lexical segmentation will be
greater among those participants who were illiterate in both languages compared
to those who were illiterate only in the L2. We expect no improvement on the
nonlinguistic cognitive control task, which should be less susceptible to the effect
of literacy.
METHOD
Participants

The participants were 39 male soldiers who were enrolled in an intensive Hebrew literacy course during their service in the Israeli army. All soldiers were
native Arabic speakers from different communities and backgrounds (Bedouins,
Muslims, and Christians). They were 18 to 28 years old (mean age = 21). All participants learned Hebrew as their L2 and were proficient speakers: Hebrew is the
dominant language in Israel and is taught to Arab speakers from second grade. All
participants have been living in a dominantly Hebrew environment since enlisting
in the army (at least 1 year). All participants were deemed fit for army service and
did not have any diagnosed learning or cognitive impairments.
In terms of literacy, participants were illiterate or poor readers in Hebrew (L2):
they were attending the course because they could not read well in Hebrew. Their
literacy level ranged from partial familiarity with the Hebrew letters to an ability
to read a text at a first-grade level. It is important to note that illiteracy is generally
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uncommon in Israel (3.4% illiteracy for the general population), though the rates
are higher for native Arabic speakers. In 2012, 4.8% of Arab men were considered
illiterate, compared with only 1.6% of Jewish men. Similarly, 11.4% of Arab
women in Israel were considered illiterate, compared with only 2.9% of Jewish
women (Israeli Central Bureau of Statistics, 2014). Participants differed in their
ability to read in their native language (Arabic), as well as in their L2 (Hebrew).
About half of the participants could not read in any language (L1 or L2), and the
other half had some literacy skills.
The army course teaches L2 literacy through a program developed by the army
specifically for this population. The program aims to improve reading and writing
skills, as well as Hebrew language skills, and general knowledge. Students receive
both classroom oral instruction and individual tutoring in writing and reading short
texts, and in reading comprehension skills. They study about 9 hr per day. The
course takes place twice a year, with about 15 soldiers starting each cycle. Our
sample is made up of soldiers from three consecutive cycles. All of the soldiers
who were present on the day of testing participated in the study (except for 1
soldier who declined to participate). The study was approved by the Institutional
Review Board of Hebrew University. The participants were told that the study
goal is to evaluate what happens to adults as they learn to read. They were told
that their participation is not mandatory and that they can stop at any stage. We
emphasized that any data we collect would not be transferred to anyone, including
their commanders. Consent was obtained verbally.
Materials

Four types of measures were collected: (a) measures of online word segmentation
in the lexical segmentation task, (b) cognitive and linguistic measures used to
control for differences in L2 linguistic abilities and cognitive abilities between
the participants (nonverbal intelligence, short-term memory, L2 vocabulary, and
a language background questionnaire), (c) literacy measures used to assess the
literacy level in the two languages (L1 Arabic and L2 Hebrew), and (d) a measure
of cognitive control used as a control for the before–after comparison.
The lexical segmentation task was based on a study conducted by Huttenlocher (1964). In this study, participants heard word pairs and
were asked to reverse their order (e.g., hear “little boy,” produce “boy little”). This
task requires participants to locate the two words and then manipulate their order:
it is impossible to perform successfully without differentiating between the two
words. Huttenlocher used the task with children 4.5–5 years old and showed that
it was sensitive to the linguistic properties of the word pairs. In the original task,
frequently encountered pairs were contrasted with listlike word pairs (e.g., child–
lady) and with anomalous pairs that are not usually encountered (e.g., table–goes),
rather than with simply infrequent pairs. There were considerably fewer errors in
listlike and anomalous pairs compared to frequently encountered word pairs.
We expanded the original task by closely examining the effect of word cooccurrence frequency on performance, wanting to test the prediction that participants will have a harder time reversing higher frequency word pairs. We thus used

Lexical segmentation.
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Table 1. Properties of frequent and infrequent word pairs
Word Pairs

Mean frequency
Per million
Word1
Word2
Number of syllables
Word1
Word2
Total word pair syllables

Frequent

Infrequent

t

p

50.36
2239
888

1.4
2196
558

5.49
0.08
1.73

<.000***
.94
.09

2.12
1.56
3.68

1.96
1.56
3.52

0.99
0
0.61

.33
1.0
.55

***p = .001.

only grammatical word pairs, all appearing in everyday speech, differing only
in frequency. We also controlled tightly for single word frequency. We used the
MILA Tapuz People Forum Corpus (Itai & Wintner, 2008) to construct our items
and calculate word and word pair frequencies. This is a collection of around 1.4
million words taken from Israeli online forums in Hebrew. We used this corpus
because (a) there is at the moment no large enough corpus of spoken Hebrew (e.g.,
the Corpus of Spoken Israeli Hebrew only contains 93,000 tokens) and (b) it is
closer to spoken Hebrew that other available written corpora.
We constructed two lists of 50 word pairs, one for each session. Each list contained equal numbers of frequent and infrequent word pairs. Frequently used word
pairs appeared over 15 times per million in the MILA Tapuz corpus. Infrequent
word pairs appeared under 3 times per million. The word pairs in both lists were
very simple and familiar ones. Even the infrequent word pairs were made up of
two simple words (e.g., “my father” is frequent but “her father” is infrequent, but
all the single words are frequent and familiar). The two types of word pairs did not
differ significantly in the frequency of the individual words making up the pair.
They also did not differ significantly in the number of syllables of the first word,
second word, or word pair. The stimuli properties are summarized in Table 1. All
the word pairs were recorded by a female native speaker of Hebrew who was unaware of the study goals and who had been formerly employed as a radio anchor.
The order of presentation of items was randomized for each participant.
As we were running the experiment, we realized that in Arabic (participants’
native language) some word pairs constitute a single word, rather than two
words. For example, the Arabic equivalent of the Hebrew word pair “aba sheli”
(my father) is one word, “abuy.” For the third course, we therefore removed or
replaced these items with equivalent ones that are two words in both languages. In
the new lists, which consisted of 40 items, the frequent and infrequent word pairs
did not differ significantly in the frequency of the individual words making up
the pair, or the number of syllables of the first word, second word, or word pair.
We added whether a word pair was one or two words in Arabic to the statistical
analyses (see Results section).
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Responses were coded as correct if the word pair was successfully
reversed and as incorrect if it was not. If participants misheard the word pair
(e.g., heard: “little boy,” produced “toy little”), the response was excluded from
the analysis. However, if participants produced words that were not phonetically
similar (hear “little boy,” produced “apple little”), the responses were coded as
incorrect.

CODING.

Participants completed two cognitive abilities measures: a
measure of nonverbal intelligence and a measure of short-term memory. Nonverbal
intelligence was assessed using the adult version of the block design subset of the
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale—Fourth Edition (Wechsler, 2008). In this task,
participants are asked to use colored blocks to match a pattern displayed to them.
Their performance was scored based on the norms of the block design subset
of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale—Fourth Edition. Short-term memory
was evaluated using the forward digit span task in Arabic (participants’ native
language). In this task, participants are asked to repeat a string of digits they hear,
with a growing number of digits (Wechsler, 2008). We used only the digits one to
five, because it was proposed that adult illiterates’ worse performance on this task
is partly due to them being less familiar with numbers higher than five (Petersson,
Reis, & Ingvar, 2001). Participants’ score on this task was the number of correctly
recalled strings.

Cognitive measures.

Our vocabulary measures were based on the Multilingual
Naming Test, which is a validated scale for measuring vocabulary in an English–
Spanish bilingual population (Gollan, Weissberger, Runnqvist, Montoya, & Cera,
2012), and on the Gitit Kave battery (Kavé, 2005), which is a validated Hebrew
vocabulary measure. We used the standard administration procedures for these
tasks. Performance was coded as percentage of correct responses. We also collected
self-reported ratings of participants’ ability to speak and understand Hebrew using
the Language Experience and Proficiency Questionnaire, a validated and reliable
scale for bilinguals and multilingual’s self-rated proficiency (Marian, Blumenfeld,
& Kaushanskaya, 2007). We only used items that were relevant for illiterate
participants. Participants rated their proficiency of a scale of 1–7.

L2 linguistic measures.

We assessed participants’ ability to read in both Arabic
(L1) and Hebrew (L2) in two ways: self-reported ratings (from the Language Experience and Proficiency Questionnaire) and rated paragraph reading. Participants
rated their ability to read and write in Hebrew and Arabic on a scale from 1 to 7. In
addition, we asked participants to read a short paragraph in the two languages. In
both languages, the paragraph was at the level of first-grade readers (downloaded
from an educational website). The paragraph reading was recorded and later rated
by native speakers of Hebrew and Arabic who were blind to the study goals and
had not met the participants. We used a scale developed for assessing literacy in
illiterate populations (Tarone, Bigelow, & Hansen, 2007). Reading was rated on
a scale of 0–6 for two measures: fluency (0–3) and confidence (0–3). To make it
comparable to the self-rating scale, 1 point was added to the aggregate score, to
create a scale of 1–7.

Literacy assessment.
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We assessed participants’ nonlinguistic cognitive
control using a validated and reliable spatial Stroop task, the Simon task (Bialystok,
Craik, Green, & Gollan, 2009; Lu & Proctor, 1995; Mor, 2012). In this task, a dot
appeared on a screen, sometimes on the left side of the screen and other times
on the right side of the screen. Participants were asked to press the left key of a
response box if the dot appeared on the left and the right key if it appeared on
the right. After performing a few practice trials, they were told that now an arrow
will appear in the middle of the screen before the dot appears on either side. They
were told to ignore the direction the arrow is pointing at, and only take notice of
the location of the dot. Half of the trials were congruent: the arrow pointed in the
same direction as the location of the dot. The other half were incongruent: the
arrow pointed in the opposite direction. Participants performed a practice block
before they began the task, during which they received feedback for their response
(we used a smiley face if they succeeded and a red X if they failed).
Participants’ reaction time for each trial was recorded. We calculated two cognitive control scores: a reaction time difference score and an accuracy difference
score. For the reaction time difference score, we subtracted participants’ mean
reaction time on accurate congruent trials from their mean reaction time on accurate incongruent trials. For the accuracy difference score, we subtracted their
accuracy on incongruent trials from their accuracy in congruent trials. Inhibiting
the automatic shift of attention to the direction of the arrow requires cognitive
control, and therefore the smaller the difference between accuracy and speed in
congruent and incongruent trials, the better cognitive control the participant is
estimated to have.
Cognitive control measure.

Procedure

Participants were tested twice: once in the second week of the course and once
in the penultimate week of the course. They were tested in a quiet room using
a laptop. We used the experimental software E-Prime (Schneider, Eschman, &
Zuccolotto, 2012) to run the different tasks and record responses. All sessions
were also recorded using a portable recorder. During the first session, participants
completed the tasks in the following order: (a) the lexical segmentation task, (b) L2
vocabulary assessment, (c) nonverbal intelligence task, (d) short-term memory task
(digit span), (e) cognitive control task, (f) L1 and L2 literacy assessment, and (g)
language background questionnaire. In the first course only (N = 16), participants
completed the cognitive measures on a separate testing session due to the course’s
time constraints. In addition, the third course did not complete the cognitive control
task due to the limited testing time we were allocated by the course managers.
Because we wanted to examine participants’ improvement on literacy, lexical
segmentation, and cognitive control following the course, participants completed
only these tasks during the second session. At the end of the course, we thanked
participants for their participation by organizing a small party at the army base.
RESULTS

We collected data from 39 participants who took part in three consecutive cycles
of the literacy course (participants who performed the course twice were not tested
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twice). The data from 6 participants was removed from the analysis due to the
following reasons: 2 did not complete the cognitive and linguistic measures, 1
dropped out of the course after the first session, and 3 did not manage to complete
the segmentation task (responded to under 50% of the trials). Only 17 participants
out of the 39 were available for testing at the end of the course because the
entire third course was stopped in the middle due to the geopolitical events of
summer 2014 in the Middle East (i.e., we could not test any of the third course
participants again at the end of the course). In total, the data from 33 participants
was analyzed at the start of the course, and the data from 17 participants was
analyzed for the before–after comparison. It is important to note that there were
no apparent differences between the participants who completed both testing
sessions and those who only completed the first: the reduction in sample size in
the second testing was not because certain participants dropped out (which could
have biased the sample), but because the whole course was stopped. To further
ensure the similarity of samples between courses, we ran three analyses of variance
to compare L1 reading, L2 reading, and task performance between the courses
in the first session (where we had participants from all three courses): there
were no significant differences between the courses in L1 reading: F (30, 2) = 0.68,
p = .52; L2 reading: F (30, 2) = 0.15, p = .87; segmentation task performance:
F (30, 2) = 0.67, p = .52.
Literacy

We collected two literacy measures for each language: a self-report measure
and a paragraph reading measure (see Materials section for coding details). The
interjudge reliability of the reading measure was high (κ = 0.89). The two measures
were highly correlated in the L1 and the L2: L1: r (31) = .82, p < .0001; L2: r
(31) = .81, p < .0001, which points to the convergent validity of the measures. We
created two aggregated scores, one for each language, consisting of the average
between self-report and paragraph reading score.
Correlations between L1 literacy and other measures

As discussed in the literature review, illiterate populations usually differ from their
literate or low-literate comparison groups in terms of their cognitive abilities. In
our case, it was also possible that they differ in their spoken L2 skills, which could
affect their performance on a spoken L2 segmentation task. To examine whether
L1 literacy was related to the cognitive and linguistic measures, we calculated
correlations between these measures and L1 literacy (see Table 2). Because L1
literacy scores were quite evenly distributed across the literacy continuum, we
chose not to split our participants into two groups, an illiterate group and a literate
group, based on the median of the distribution, but rather to look at L1 literacy’s
correlations with cognitive and linguistic variables across all levels of literacy (see
MacCallum, Zhang, Preacher, & Rucker, 2002).
As expected, L1 literacy was positively correlated with nonverbal intelligence,
r (31) = .36, p = .04, and short-term memory, r (31) = .35, p = .04. L2 reading
scores were also correlated with L1 reading scores, r (31) = .47, p = .005. It is
important that there was no correlation between L2 vocabulary and L1 reading,
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Table 2. Means, standard deviations, and correlations between the cognitive and
linguistic measures and L1 literacy score
Variable

M

SD

ra

t

p

L2 reading
L2 vocabulary
Block design (nonverbal intelligence)
Digit span (short-term memory)
L2 comprehension self-report (1–7)
L2 speaking self-report (1–7)
Cognitive control task accuracy
Cognitive control task reaction time

3.18
33.02
6.42
6.44
5.45
4.79
0.06
25.19

1.78
8.47
2.17
1.64
1.42
1.30
0.04
59.99

.47
.00
.36
.35
−.46
−.27
.09
−.28

3
0
2.16
2.1
−2.86
−1.53
0.39
−1.22

.005
.99
.04
.04
.01
.14
.7
.24

Note: L1, First language; L2, second language.
a
n = 33.

r (31) = .0001, p = .99, or between self-reported L2 speaking skills and L1 reading,
r (31) = –.27, p = .14. In other words, being illiterate in the L1 did not impede
learning to speak the L2. It is interesting that there was even a significant negative
correlation between L2 comprehension (from self-report) and L1 literacy, r (31)
= –.46, p = .01. As mentioned, we were able to collect cognitive control measures
only for 21 participants. For these participants, there was no significant correlation
between L1 literacy and the cognitive control measures: accuracy score: r (19) =
.09, p = .7; reaction time score: r (19) = –.28, p = .24.
To summarize, while cognitive abilities and L2 literacy were related to L1
literacy, as was found in previous studies, spoken L2 measures were not. All
measures will be controlled for in the following analyses.
General performance on lexical segmentation task

The percentage of correct responses at the beginning of the L1 literacy course
ranged from 54% to 100%, with a mean score of 86%. This shows that despite
using Hebrew in their daily lives, our participants were not at ceiling on our lexical
segmentation task. For comparison, in a pilot study, a group of native Hebrewspeaking students who completed the same task did perform at ceiling (n = 16,
mean performance 99% correct). However, the participants were able to perform
correctly on most trials, indicating that they understood what was required of
them. Because this task has not been used before with illiterate populations, we
wanted to assess its reliability. The test–retest reliability of the reversal task was
high, r (16) = .87, p < .001. The Cronbach α scores were computed separately for
the first session, second session, and third course’s first session (because slightly
different items were used, see Materials section). All coefficients were high (first
session, 50 items, α = 0.92; second session, 50 items, α = 0.88; third course, 40
items, α = 0.89), indicating that the task’s internal reliability was high.
In addition to correct responses, we also looked at error patterns. Incorrect
responses included repetition of the word pair, content errors (e.g., hearing “my
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name,” producing “Ahmed”), and reversing meaning (e.g., hearing “little boy,”
producing “big boy”). Such errors do not show evidence of lexical segmentation,
and they accounted for 59% of incorrect responses. Other incorrect responses can
be said to exhibit some level of segmentation, but not the full ability to recognize
and manipulate the two words. These included repetition of only one of the words
(e.g., hearing “little boy,” producing “little,” “little boy boy,” or “little boy little”),
changing one of the words (e.g., hearing “little boy,” producing “small boy”), and
changing or adding function words (e.g., hearing “which one,” producing “what
one”). Partial segmentation responses such as these accounted for 41% of incorrect
responses. We further examine the distinction between these two types of errors
in the next section.
The effect of L1 literacy and word pair frequency on lexical segmentation

Next, we tested our two main predictions: (a) that L1 literacy predicts lexical
segmentation in an L2, and (b) that more frequent word pairs will be harder to
reverse, suggesting the task taps into online processing. We used a mixed-effects
logistic regression model to test both predictions, focusing on task performance
at the beginning of the course (we used the glmer function in R program; Bates,
Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015). A logistic regression provides the probability
of a correct response at each trial (in logit space) depending on the value of the
independent variables. While only 33 participants were tested in the first session,
because we are predicting the result at each trial, we have 1,500 observations in the
model. This kind of analysis is increasingly used in the psycholinguistic literature,
among other things, because of the advantages it has compared to standard analyses
of variance (see Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008; Jaeger, 2008).
We had logged word pair frequency and centered L1 literacy as our variables
of interest. We had several additional fixed effects in the model: L2 literacy as
the beginning of the course; short-term memory and nonverbal intelligence scores
(both centered) to control for cognitive differences. We also added L2 vocabulary
scores (also centered) to control for differences in spoken L2 knowledge, which
may well affect performance on spoken L2 lexical segmentation. As was mentioned in the Method section, we learned that some of the word pairs (n = 11 in
the first session) constitute one word in Arabic, the participants’ L1. We added
this variable to our model to control for any effect it may have on participants’
performance (because it may be harder for participants to reverse word pairs that
are one word in their native language). The model included random intercepts for
participant and item. The collinearity of the model was low (maximal variance
inflation factor = 1.47).
The full model is highly significant (log likelihood χ2 = 47.28, df = 6, p < .001).
As predicted, the effect of word pair frequency on performance was significant:
More frequent word pairs were harder to reverse (β = –0.23, SE = 0.07, p =
.001, model comparison p = .002). It is important that the effect of L1 literacy
was also significant: participants who were better readers in the L1 were more
likely to correctly reverse the word pairs (β = 0.99, SE = 0.27, p = .0003, model
comparison p = .001). This held after controlling for L2 vocabulary and the two
cognitive measures. L2 vocabulary also predicted performance with participants
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Table 3. Logistic regression of frequency, L1 literacy, and control variables
Variable

B

SE

Z

p

95% CI

Intercept
Word pair frequency (log)
Literacy in L1 (centered)
L2 vocabulary (centered)
Nonverbal intelligence (centered)
Short-term memory (centered)
Item is one word in L1

3.1
−0.23
0.36
0.04
0.04
0.22
−1.07

0.28
0.07
0.09
0.02
0.09
0.12
0.35

10.93
−3.18
4.09
1.8
0.51
1.87
−3.06

<.001
.001
<.001
.07
.61
.06
.002

(2.54, 3.65)
(−0.23, −0.09)
(0.19, 0.53)
(−0.003, 0.07)
(−0.13, 0.21)
(−0.01, 0.46)
(−1.75, −0.38)

Note: The variables of interest are in bold. L1, First language; 95% CI, 95% confidence
interval; L2, second language.

with larger L2 vocabularies more likely to reverse the word pair correctly (β =
0.04, SE = 0.02, p = .05, model comparison p = .06). The effect of short-term
memory was also significant (β = 0.27, SE = 0.12, p = .02, model comparison
p = .03), such that better short-term memory was associated with higher probability
of a correct response. It is interesting that word pairs that constitute one word in
participants’ L1 were harder to reverse compared to items that are two words in
both languages (β = –1.1, SE = 0.35, p = .003, model comparison p = .003).
None of the other factors was significant (see Table 3).
We conducted an additional analysis to put our predictions to a stricter test, and
to take into consideration that some errors (as described above) can be thought
of as displaying partial segmentation. We wanted to ensure that better L1 literacy
and lower frequency still predict better performance on the task when taking the
difference between the two types of errors into account. In this analysis, we treated
performance on each trial not as a binary variable (correct vs. incorrect) but as an
ordinal one (“no segmentation,” “partial segmentation,” or “full segmentation”).
We used a cumulative link model using the R command clm from the package
“ordinal” (Christensen, 2015). Cumulative link models are ordinal regression
models, which estimate the probability that a response will be included in each
response category depending on the independent variables. Our cumulative link
model used the exact same fixed factors as the binary logistic regression we
conducted, but with the ordinal dependent variable.
As in the previous analysis, in this model the frequency and L1 literacy were
both significant predictors of lexical segmentation: higher frequency was associated with worse performance, while higher literacy was associated with better
performance (see full model in Table 4). That is, even when we take into account
partial segmentation, literacy and frequency are significant predictors of success
on the task.1
To further ensure
that the effect of L1 literacy is not an effect of L2 literacy in disguise, we ran an
additional analysis only on those participants who could not read in the L2 (scored
under 4 on the aggregate L2 literacy scale). This left us with 19 participants. We
reran the logistic regression with the logged word pair frequency and logged L1

Separating the effect of L1 literacy from that of L2 literacy.
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Table 4. Logistic regression of frequency, L1 literacy, and control variables, using only
participants who could not read in the L2 (scores < 4)
Variable

B

SE

z

p

95% CI

Intercept
Word pair frequency (log)
Literacy in L1 (centered)
L2 vocabulary (centered)
Nonverbal intelligence (centered)
Short-term memory (centered)
Item is one word in L1

2.54
−0.26
0.25
0.03
0.02
0.08
−0.99

0.29
0.07
0.08
0.02
0.09
0.11
0.36

8.85
−3.57
2.87
1.53
0.22
0.66
−2.74

<.001
.0004
.004
.13
.82
.51
.006

(1.97, 3.10)
(−0.41, −0.12)
(0.08, 0.42)
(−0.008, 0.06)
(−0.15, 0.19)
(−0.15, 0.30)
(−1.70, −0.28)

Note: The variables of interest are in bold. L1, First language; L2, second language;
95% CI, 95% confidence interval.

literacy as our variables of interest, and short-term memory, nonverbal intelligence,
L2 vocabulary, and whether the word was one word in Arabic as fixed effects. The
model included random intercepts for participant and item. The collinearity of the
model was low (maximal variance inflation factor = 1.38).
Despite the loss of more than a third of our data, the results were very similar to
those we received when the regression was run with all 33 participants. The effect
of word pair frequency was significant: more frequent word pairs were harder to
reverse (β = –0.26, SE = 0.07, p = .0003, model comparison p = .0005). The
effect of L1 literacy was significant: higher L1 literacy scores were associated with
better performance at lexical segmentation in L2 (β = 0.7, SE = 0.26, p = .008,
model comparison p = .01). The effect of whether the word pair was one word
in Arabic was also still significant: word pairs that constitute one word in Arabic
were harder to reverse (β = –0.97, SE = 0.36, p = .008, model comparison p =
.01). None of the other factors was significant (see Table 5).
To summarize, our variables of interest, L1 literacy and frequency of word
pair, significantly affected performance on the task even when looking only at
participants who could not read in their L2, and thus reducing our sample size to
19 participants.2
Effect of L2 literacy acquisition on L2 lexical segmentation

Finally, we looked at the effect the L2 literacy course had on task performance.
Unfortunately, as mentioned above, geopolitical events allowed us access to
only 17 participants for the before–after comparison, but we report the finding for
these 17.
To examine the effect of literacy acquisition on lexical segmentation, we wanted
to make sure L2 literacy improved after the intensive course. If it improved, we
wanted to also see whether task performance improved. To support the claim that
the improvement in segmentation is due to the improvement in literacy, we sought
to examine whether improvement was larger the less literate a participant was at
the start of the course. We reasoned that participants who were being introduced
to the graphical representation of word boundaries for the first time should show
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Table 5. Cumulative link model of frequency, L1 literacy, and control variables
Variable

B

SE

z

p

95% CI

Word pair frequency (log)
Literacy in L1 (centered)
L2 vocabulary (centered)
Nonverbal intelligence (centered)
Short-term memory (centered)
Item is one word in L1

−0.22
0.3
0.03
0.07
0.19
−0.92

0.04
0.04
0.01
0.04
0.05
0.18

−5.26
7
3.4
1.65
3.52
−5.23

<.001
<.001
<.001
.1
<.001
<.001

(−0.30, −0.14)
(−1.27, −0.58)
(0.21, 0.38)
(−0.01, 0.15)
(0.01, 0.05)
(0.09, 0.30)

Threshold Coefficientsa
Threshold (Intercepts)

B

SE

Z

No segmentation | partial segmentation
Partial segmentation | full segmentation

−3.67
−2.67

0.18
0.15

−20.84
−17.35

Note: The variables of interest are in bold. L1, First language; 95% CI, 95% confidence
interval; L2, second language.
a
Threshold coefficients are similar to an intercept in a linear regression, but indicate
the cutoff points between the different ordinal categories in the latent (hypothetically
continuous) dependent variable.

greater enhancement in lexical segmentation. Finally, to support the claim that the
improvement in the lexical segmentation task is due to the improvement in literacy
and not in other cognitive factors that might have benefited from this intensive
course, we examine whether participants’ nonlinguistic cognitive control also
improved following the course.
We ran a paired-sample t test, looking at L2 literacy scores at the beginning and
end of the course. As could be expected, L2 literacy improved significantly from
the beginning to the end of the course (M = 3.18, SD = 1.78, at the beginning, M
= 4.76, SD = 1.64, at the end of the course), t (16) = 5.13, p < .0001, showing
that the course was overall successful in improving our adult participants’ literacy
skills. However, not all participants improved, and not all of them emerged from
the course as literates. Three participants did not improve at L2 reading at all.
Moreover, the great bulk of participants (8 out of 17) are now focused between
scores 3 and 4, which is still quite low.
Turning to task performance, we ran a paired-sample t test, comparing segmentation task performance at the beginning and end of the course. As predicted,
performance on the segmentation task improved significantly from the beginning
to the end of the course (M = 81%, SD = 14%, at the beginning of the course,
M = 86%, SD = 12%, at the end of the course), t (16) = 2.87, p = .006.
Next, we examined whether L1 literacy had an effect on the amount of improvement in task performance. We calculated a simple linear regression with
improvement in our segmentation task as the dependent variable (performance at
second session minus performance at the first session) and L1 literacy score at
the start of the course as our independent variable. Literacy scores at the start of
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the course significantly predicted task improvement, indicating that learning to
read in the L2 was less beneficial for lexical segmentation the more literate the
participant was in his L1 (β = –6.11, SE = 2.6, p < .005).
Finally, we looked at participants’ improvement on the nonlinguistic cognitive control task. One participant did not complete this task, leaving us with 16
participants for the before–after comparison. We ran two paired-sample t tests,
comparing both reaction time difference scores and accuracy difference scores at
the beginning and end of the course. As predicted, unlike the improvement in the
segmentation score, performance on both measures (accuracy and reaction time)
of the nonlinguistic cognitive control task did not improve from the beginning to
the end of the course. The mean reaction time difference score was 61 ms (SD =
23) at the beginning of the course and 54 ms (SD = 34) at the end, t (15) = 0.71, p
= .48. The mean accuracy difference score was 0.04 (SD = 0.07) at the beginning
of the course and 0.04 (SD = 0.05) at its end, t (15) = –0.03, p = .98.
To summarize, literacy scores improved after the course; however, not all participants could read in their L2 at the end of the course. Task performance also
significantly improved, and this improvement was smaller the more L1 literate
the participant was, as could be expected if learning to read in an L2 only had
an additive effect for persons who could already read in their L1. Whereas both
reading and lexical segmentation significantly improved, nonlinguistic cognitive
control abilities, as measured by a spatial Stroop task, did not improve following
the course.
DISCUSSION

The main goals of this study were to examine the effect of L1 and L2 literacy
on spoken L2 lexical segmentation, and to do this in a way that addresses some
of the challenges arising from studying illiterate populations. These challenges
include controlling for inherent differences between illiterate adults and their
literate comparison group, and finding a task that will be suitable to use with an
illiterate population (i.e., a task that is simple, does not burden short-term memory,
and is relatively implicit, so that it will reflect not only metalinguistic awareness
but also more on-line language processing). We attempted to accomplish this in
four ways: by assessing participants’ cognitive abilities and adding them as control
variables to our analyses; by comparing participants’ lexical segmentation abilities
at the beginning and end of an L2 literacy course; by choosing a task that was
never used with illiterate population and is simple, places little burden on shortterm memory, and is relatively implicit; and by demonstrating that our task taps
into language processing and not only metalinguistic awareness by manipulating
psycholinguistic properties of the stimuli. We predicted that both the L1 and the
L2 literacy skills of adult learners will be related to increased lexical segmentation
in spoken L2, a finding that would support the idea that the effect of literacy on
spoken language lexical segmentation is independent of that of age.
Our results show a clear effect of L1 literacy on spoken L2 lexical segmentation: higher L1 literacy was associated with better task performance, even after
controlling for individual differences in nonverbal intelligence, short-term memory, L2 vocabulary, and stimuli linguistic properties. The results also show an
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enhancement of segmentation ability after an L2 literacy course, indicating that
learning to read in an L2 effects lexical segmentation in this language. These findings are in line with previous studies on illiterate adults showing that L1 and L2
literacy impacts L2 processing (Gombert, 1994; Kurvers et al., 2009). We extend
the current literature by showing that the results hold after controlling for cognitive and linguistic abilities, and when using a more implicit task, and by showing
that improvement was greater for those learning to read for the first time. Our
improved task characteristics and the controls we added make it easier to attribute
the difference we found between literate and illiterate adults to real differences in
processing rather than to an inability to understand the task, remember the items,
or make use of metalinguistic understanding. Our before–after design, combined
with our control of cognitive measures and choice of task, therefore allows us
to cautiously infer that the relationship between literacy and spoken language
segmentation is a causal one: literacy seems to enhance lexical segmentation.
Our results are also relevant for the debate on the relative role of age and literacy
in lexical segmentation. They lend strong support to the claim that literacy plays
a role independent from that of age in increasing sensitivity to word boundaries:
adults who could not read had greater difficulty segmenting word pairs, and lexical
segmentation in adults was enhanced following a literacy course. This finding joins
the growing literature on the effect of literacy on linguistic processing (Levin et al.,
1999; Ravid & Malenky, 2001; Ravid & Tolchinsky, 2002).
Returning to the effect of L2 literacy acquisition on lexical segmentation, out
of our 33 participants, we were only able to test 17 participants at the end of the
course (the course was stopped in the middle because of geopolitical reasons). This
remaining group of participants improved in their literacy score as a whole, though
not all participants improved and many still struggled with reading. Participants
also improved in lexical segmentation: they showed better task performance at the
end of the course. As hypothesized, this improvement was greater for participants
who were less literate in their L1, suggesting that L2 literacy acquisition was
less beneficial for participants who were already literate in their L1. This result
highlights the difference between being exposed to the graphical representations
of words for the first time and learning to read in an L2. However, it is possible that
this differential improvement was partly due to a ceiling effect because three of
our more literate participants received very high scores (>95%) in the first testing,
which did not leave them much room for improvement.
There are two additional alternative explanations that could account for the
improvement in task performance. First, it is possible that the improvement was
the result of a test–retest effect: that participants had already performed the task in
the first session caused their better performance in the second session. However,
this would not explain the differential improvement of the L1 illiterate participants
and seems less likely because we used different stimuli in the two sessions and
because the two sessions were separated by an interval of 2 months. Second, there
is a possibility that the improvement in task performance might have stemmed
not from improvement in literacy but from a more general effect the course had
on participants. The current study’s context, like that of any educational setting,
makes it hard to separate the effect of literacy acquisition from that of schooling
(Kosmidis, Tsapkini, & Folia, 2006), because during the course participants gained
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additional L2 knowledge and academic skills. In other words, as a by-product of
learning to read, our participants might have also learned how to learn, and how to
better focus on the task. However, participants’ cognitive control abilities, which
were also tested at the start and end of the course, did not improve following the
course. Though this in no way precludes the possibility that improvement was
due to other factors rather than literacy acquisition, it provides some converging
evidence in support for this claim.
The effect of multiword frequency on processing

Our findings also have implications for the psycholinguistic literature on the processing of multiword sequences. There is growing evidence that the frequency
of multiword units affects language processing, much like the frequency of single words. Frequently used multiword units are processed faster, produced faster,
and their phonetic duration is shorter than less frequently used units (Arnon &
Priva, 2013, 2014; Arnon & Snider, 2010; Bannard & Matthews, 2008; Tremblay
et al., 2011), whether because they are stored as wholes (Bannard & Matthews,
2008) or because connections between their components strengthen with increased
use (Arnon & Priva, 2013, 2014). Given these findings, we predicted that more
frequent word pairs would be harder to reverse, thus validating that our lexical
segmentation task was measuring language processing rather than only metalinguistic awareness. This prediction was confirmed: the more frequent the word
pair, the harder it was for our participants to reverse the order of the two words. In
other words, participants found it hard to override frequency induced word order
preferences, especially for high-frequency word pairs (e.g., Siyanova-Chanturia,
Conklin, & van Heuven, 2011). These findings extend previous findings on the
role of multiword information in processing by demonstrating such effects also
exist in illiterate adults, and by using a novel behavioral measure of language
processing: the word order reversal task.
The finding that both literacy and frequency play a role in participants’ success in reversing the word pairs also relates to the large literature on formulaic
language (e.g., Wray, 2002; Kapatsinski & Radicke, 2009). Wray (2002) suggested that learning to read and write is instrumental in segmenting previously
stored formulaic language, but that the segmented words are stored alongside the
original formulaic sequences. This may explain why some of the participants’
incorrect responses revealed what can be regarded as partial access to word units.
These participants could have had access to the words making up the word pair,
but because the word pair is also stored, failed to override the automatic access
to them. Alternatively, the responses showing incomplete knowledge of the units
making up the word pair can be viewed as a stage in the development of full segmentation, an explanation that could be tested by examining lexical segmentation
longitudinally, as participants become fluent readers.
Extending previous findings to Hebrew as an L2

Our findings also extend previous findings by examining the spoken lexical segmentation of Hebrew (L2) in a sample of Arabic native speakers. Hebrew is a
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Semitic language, which is much more synthetic than the Indo-European L2s previously studied (Dutch: Kurvers et al., 2009; Onderdelinden et al., 2009; French:
Gombert, 1994 3 ; Portuguese: Morais et al., 1986). Synthetic languages tend to
express more morphemes per word than analytic languages, meaning that many
Hebrew or Arabic words would be translated into several words in more analytic
languages. In addition, the two different Arabic and Hebrew scripts are not strictly
alphabetic, but rather Abjad scripts, which means that they contain symbols for
consonants, but vowels are only optionally marked. However, the languages previously studied and the languages explored in the current study do share an important
feature: they all place spaces between words, graphically marking word boundaries. This is not true for all language. In logographic scripts, such as Chinese
Hanzi and Japanese Kanji, there are no conventions for determining word boundaries (Bassetti, 2007). It is consistently found that participants who are literate in
these languages have more difficulty segmenting a sentence into words than do
participants who are literate in an alphabetic script (Bassetti, 2007; Miller, Frosch,
Kelly, & Zhang, 2001; Tsai, McConkie, & Zheng, 1998). That Hebrew and Arabic
literacy showed the same effect on lexical segmentation as alphabetic scripts in
analytic Indo-European languages suggests that it is the graphic representation of
word boundaries, rather than any other morphological or graphical characteristic
of these languages, that causes lexical segmentation to be enhanced.
Related to this, an interesting finding was that whether a word pair was one or
two words in participants’ native language had an effect on their performance in
the L2. Word pairs that constitute one word in participants’ L1 were harder for
participants to reverse. The difficulty participants had in reversing the order of the
words in word pairs that constituted only one word in their native language can
be seen as a form of lexical transfer, a process by which a person’s knowledge
of one language influences their processing of another language (Jarvis, 2009).
In our case, participants can be said to have experienced processing interference,
which can arise when words in one language are activated though the person is
attempting to use (in our case to manipulate) another language (Jarvis, 2009).
Implications for models of L2 learning

We believe that our findings may hold important implications for the study of
differences between child and adult language learning. Despite having a larger
memory capacity, more knowledge and experience with language, and sharper
analytic skills, adults learning a new language rarely reach native proficiency,
unlike young children (DeKeyser, 2000; DeKeyser, Alfi-Shabtay, & Ravid, 2010;
Johnson & Newport, 1989; Long, 1990; Vanlancker–Siditis, 2003). Many factors
may underlie these differences, including cognitive abilities, neurological makeup,
the linguistic input children and adults receive from the environment, and also the
different linguistic units they learn from (Arnon, 2010; Elman, 1993; Hoff, 2006;
Meisel, 2009; Newport, 1990; Wong-Fillmore, 1991). In the present study, we
construe literacy as an additional factor that can affect L2 learning. We found that
knowing to read in the L1 was associated with improved lexical segmentation
in an L2. This could mean that L1 literacy is affecting the processing of a new
L2 input, while it is being learned. Put differently, the input learners learn from
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may be more easily broken down into word units by literate adults (and children)
compared to illiterate adults and preliterate children. This would cause them to
learn from smaller units, possibly affecting their learning outcomes.
As mentioned in the introductory section, there is growing interest in the role
of multiword units in language learning. Multiword units are seen as important
building blocks for L1 learning in usage-based approaches (e.g., Abbot-Smith &
Tomasello, 2006; Arnon & Christiansen, 2014; Bod, 2006), and they are predicted
to facilitate grammar learning as well as the use of collocations and formulaic
language (Arnon, 2010; McCauely & Christiansen, 2011, 2014; Wray, 2002).
In line with these predictions, learning from multiword units rather than from
separate words was found to improve some aspects of grammar learning in artificial
languages (Arnon, 2010; Arnon & Ramscar, 2012; Siegelman & Arnon, 2015;
Valian & Levit, 1996), as well as contribute to discourse level production for
beginner L2 learners (Taguchi, 2007).
In this context, it is intriguing that we did not find any correlation between L1
literacy and L2 vocabulary or (self-reported) speaking skills. There was even a
negative correlation between (self-reported) L2 comprehension and literacy, by
which higher levels of literacy were actually correlated with lower levels of L2
comprehension. While it is beyond the scope of the present study to evaluate the
impact of literacy on L2 proficiency, it is thought provoking that L1 literacy did not
seem in any way to aid L2 learning, despite its positive effect on other cognitive
and linguistic abilities (e.g, Castro-Caldas et al., 1998; Cheung & Chen, 2004;
Levin et al., 1999). Pettitt and Tarone’s (2015) study of literacy acquisition in an
L1 illiterate adolescent also provides some anecdotal evidence on how illiteracy,
otherwise considered an impediment, does not hinder mastering an additional
language. Their illiterate adolescent learner already spoke seven languages when
he began learning to read and write. They note that limited literacy is not necessarily a barrier to effective oral communication. Somewhat contrary, Tarone and
Bigelow (2005) suggest that L1 literacy may improve L2 acquisition through an
improvement in memory and metalinguistic awareness. Although there are findings that support the claim L1 illiteracy hinders learning of morphology (Vainikka
& Young-Scholten, 2007; van der Craats, 2011), there are also findings that show
that higher L1 metalinguistic awareness, and a conscious attempt to extract grammatical rules (both associated with literacy), may actually harm L2 learning in
literate adults (Robinson, 2005; Xhafaj & Mota, 2011). It is possible that literacy
aids some areas of language learning (e.g., vocabulary and maybe morphology),
but hinders others (e.g., collocations and gender agreement).
Future studies will test the hypothesis that literates not only process language
differently but also learn languages differently and might be learning languages
in a manner that makes it more difficult to learn aspects of grammar that relate to
relations between words. We are currently exploring this possibility in a series of
artificial language learning studies with both literate and preliterate children and
literate adults, hoping to inform the theoretical and practical debate on the role of
multiword units in language learning and teaching (e.g., Boers & Lindstromberg,
2012; Meunier, 2012). Finding that literacy leads learners to rely less on multiword
units and hinders learning of certain grammatical relations could have implications
for L2 pedagogy. In particular, pre- and postliteracy L2 pedagogy should be
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constructed differently, building on preliterate students’ strengths and targeting
literate students’ difficulties.
To conclude, we showed that L1 literacy affects L2 lexical segmentation, even
when controlling for cognitive and linguistic variability, and when using a simple,
online task that relies on short-term memory less than previously used tasks. We
also showed an improvement in L2 lexical segmentation following an L2 literacy
course, with improvement being greater the less L1 literate the participant was,
as would be expected if literacy in any language affects lexical segmentation. We
add to the growing literature on the role of multiword units in language processing
and expand pervious research to cover lexical segmentation in Hebrew, a Semitic
language, much more synthetic than previously studied L2s. Our findings may
have important implications for models of L2 learning, and ongoing research
performed in our laboratory is currently examining the possibility that L1 literacy
may affect not only L2 lexical segmentation but also, through this effect, L2
learning.
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NOTES
1.

2.

3.

One of the reviewers proposed that rather than measuring lexical segmentation, our
task may reflect cognitive control, with participants who are more able to suppress
automatic responses performing better on the task. To rule out the effect of cognitive
control on task performance, we ran the model again, and added cognitive control as an
additional fixed factor. We did not include it in the original model because this would
restrict our sample to the first two courses (n = 21). We removed the random effect for
participant to allow our model to converge (it accounted for less of the variance than
the random effect for items). As in the previous model, the results show a significant
effect of word pair frequency (β = –0.27, SE = 0.09, p = .004, model comparison p =
.005), L1 literacy (β = 0.40, SE = 0.008, p < .0001, model comparison p < .001), L2
vocabulary (β = 0.04, SE = 0.1, p < .001, model comparison p < .001), and whether
word pairs constituted one word in participants’ L1 (β = –1.07, SE = 0.37, p = .005,
model comparison p = .003). None of the other factors was significant, indicating that
task performance variance cannot be attributed to cognitive control.
Here, too, a cumulative link model produces virtually the same results, with both
frequency (β = –0.26, SE = 0.06, p < .0001) and L1 literacy (β = 0.37, SE = 0.07,
p < .0001) predicting the probability of a response displaying more segmentation.
Some of the illiterate and literate adults previously studied spoke Arabic as their native
language (Gombert, 1994; Kurvers et al., 2009; Onderdelinden et al. 2009).
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